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Mark schemes

(a)  cell membrane
extra ticks negates marks

1

1

(b)  engulf pathogens
1

produce antibodies
1

produce antitoxins
1

extra ticks negates marks

(c)  2050 − 100
1

= 1950

allow 1 mark for a correct subtraction of incorrect values
1

an answer of 1950 scores 2 marks

(d)  any one from:
•   (more) people vaccinated

ignore injections / treatments / medicines unqualified
allow vaccine produced
allow (more people given) MMR (vaccine)
do not allow antibiotics
ignore less people infected

•   (more) people immune
•   no new measles strain

1

(e)  any one from:
•   measles is (caused by) a virus

allow measles is not caused by a bacterium

•   viruses cannot be killed / destroyed by antibiotics
allow antibiotics only kill / destroy bacteria
ignore harmed / treated

1
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(f)  any one from:
•   use of a barrier method of contraception

ignore use of diaphragm

•   use of a condom
ignore use protection / safe sex

•   vaccination / immunisation
•   avoid sexual intercourse / contact

do not accept less sexual intercourse / contact
1

(g)  any one from:
•   size / shape/ type of paper disc

ignore paper disc unqualified

•   concentration of antibiotic
allow strength / dosage of antibiotic

•   volume / amount of antibiotic
•   (incubation) time

allow 3 days
•   (incubation) temperature

ignore size of petri dish
1

(h)  to check that the disc / water did not have an effect
or
to make sure it was the antibiotic that had an effect

allow for comparison with the antibiotics

allow as a (experimental) control

do not accept as a control variable
1

(i)   (antibiotic) A
no marks if wrong antibiotic given

1

any one from:
•   (antibiotic A) had the largest clear area around it
•   (antibiotic A) killed the most bacteria

1

[13]
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(a)  breathing rate when walking is twice that at rest
allow breathing rate when walking is 12 (breaths /
minute) more than at rest

1

breathing rate when jogging is 5 times that at rest

allow breathing rate when jogging is 48 (breaths /
minute) more than at rest

1

breathing rate when jogging is 2.5 times that when walking

allow breathing rate when jogging is 36 (breaths /
minute) more than when walking

1

allow for 1 mark if no other marks gained: breathing rate
at rest is 12 (breaths per minute), breathing rate when
walking is 24 (breaths per minute) and breathing rate
when jogging is 60 (breaths per minute)
or
breathing rate increases with increasing activity

max 2 marks if written in terms of heart rate

2

(b)  (breathing rate increases)

to supply more oxygen / O2

or
to supply oxygen / O2 faster

allow to remove more carbon dioxide / CO2

or
to remove carbon dioxide / CO2 faster

do not accept incorrectly written formulae
1

for (aerobic) respiration
or
to reduce anaerobic respiration
or
to reduce lactic acid build up

1

(so) that more energy is transferred / released
or
(because) more energy is required

do not accept used / produced / created or energy
made

1

reference to more / faster required at least once for full
marks
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(c)  right ventricle / side of the heart pumps (blood) to the lungs
1

left ventricle / side of the heart pumps (blood) to the body
1

if no other marks scored allow 1 mark for one side
pumps blood to the lungs and the other side pumps
blood to the body

(d)  any one from:
•   (the left ventricle) has to pump blood further (than the right ventricle)

allow (the left ventricle) has to pump blood all around
the body

•   (the left ventricle) has to pump blood with a greater force (than the right
ventricle)

allow (left ventricle) has to pump blood harder

•   (the left ventricle) has to pump blood at a higher pressure (than the right
ventricle)

1

there must be a comparative statement

(e)  any one from:
•   strengthens heart (muscle)

•   reduces chance of another heart attack
ignore prevents / no heart attacks

•   reduces / controls weight
•   improves circulation

allow decreases chance of fatty deposits
or fat building up (in arteries / blood vessels)

allow reduces resting heart rate
1

[10]

(a)  is not caused by a pathogen / infective organism
allow not caused by a microorganism / microbe
ignore not caused by infection

ignore named pathogen unless bacteria, virus and
fungus all mentioned

1

(so) is not passed / spread (from person to person)

allow cannot be spread / caught
allow is not infectious / contagious

1

3
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(b)  reduced / restricted / stopped blood flow
it does not matter where blood flow is restricted to −
heart / body

1

(so) less oxygen reaches heart (muscle / cells)

must reference heart / it
allow no oxygen reaches the heart (muscle / cells)

1

(so heart muscle / cells) cannot respire (enough)

or
(so heart muscle / cells) do not release (enough) energy

do not accept do not make / produce / create energy

ignore references to breathing / suffocation

ignore blood clots / blockages
1

allow ‘it’ for heart

(c)  Level 3: Relevant points (factors / effects) are identified, given in detail and logically
linked to form a clear account.

5−6

Level 2: Relevant points (factors / effects) are identified and there are attempts at
logical linking. The resulting account is not fully clear.

3−4

Level 1: Points are identified and stated simply, but their relevance is not clear and
there is no attempt at logical linking.

1−2

No relevant content
0

Indicative content

medical risk factors:
•   high blood pressure
•   high cholesterol
•   diabetes
•   genetic factors
•   medications
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lifestyle risk factors:
•   smoking
•   obesity
•   lack of exercise
•   high fat / energy diet
•   eating insufficient fruit / vegetables
•   alcohol
•   high salt intake
•   exposure to air pollution
•   certain drugs / correct named drug

examples of links:
•   smoking − high bp / cholesterol / fatty deposition
•   obesity − lack of exercise / high bp / cholesterol / fatty deposition / diabetes
•   exercise − obesity / bp /diabetes
•   diet − obesity / cholesterol / diabetes
•   alcohol − bp / cholesterol
•   high salt intake − high blood pressure
•   genetic factors − bp / cholesterol / diabetes / obesity
•   medication − can affect blood / blood vessels / metabolism

the main discriminator is the quality of linking
both lifestyle and medical factors are required for level 3

[11]

(a)  stoma / stomata
ignore pore

1

4

(b)  guard (cell)
1

(c)  osmosis
in this order only

1

transpiration
1

(d)  increasing temperature
1

increasing wind speed
1

(e)  any one from:
•   for photosynthesis
•   to bring mineral (ions) into / up the plant

allow correctly named ions e.g. nitrates

•   translocation
allow to cool the plant

1
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(f)  any one from:
•   decreased transpiration

allow no transpiration

•   less water lost
allow no water lost

1

(g)  

1

0.015 (millimetres)
1

15 (micrometres)

allow 1 mark for incorrect width × 1000
1

an answer of 15 (micrometres) scores 3 marks

[11]

(a)  any one from:
•   temperature
•   water

allow ions / salt / pH

allow oxygen / carbon dioxide
1

5

(b)  7 (mmol/dm3)

allow 6.75 to 7.25 (mmol/dm3)
1

(c)  1 (pm)
allow 12.30 to 1.10 (pm)

1

(d)  insulin
1

(e)  glucose moved from blood into (liver / muscle) cells
allow insulin transported in the blood and glucose
moved into (liver / muscle) cells

1

to be stored as glycogen

allow to be converted into glycogen
1

(f)  the person injected too much hormone
1
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(g)  decrease
1

(because) glucose is used in respiration

allow increase only if linked to glucagon released for 2
marks

1

(h)  (blood glucose concentration would) not increase as much
allow (blood glucose concentration would) return to
normal faster

1

[10]

(a)  any two from:
•   amino acids
•   glycerol
•   fatty acids

do not accept fat

allow salt / minerals
allow vitamins

2

6

(b)  11.79 (g)
allow 11.8 (g) or 12 (g)

1

(c)  Level 3: Relevant points (reasons / causes) are identified, given in detail and logically
linked to form a clear account.

5−6

Level 2: Relevant points (reasons / causes) are identified, and there are attempts at
logical linking. The resulting account is not fully clear.

3−4

Level 1: Points are identified and stated simply, but their relevance is not clear and
there is no attempt at logical linking.

1−2

No relevant content
0

Indicative content

•   carbon dioxide enters the leaf through stomata
•   glucose / sugars produced by photosynthesis (in leaves)
•   some detail of photosynthesis
•   transport / translocation (of glucose / sugars)
•   in phloem
•   glucose is converted to starch
•   (starch is a) long chain of glucose / sugar molecules
•   starch as storage (of glucose / sugars)

[9]
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(a)  (wear safety) goggles
allow (wear) safety glasses
allow (wear) eye protection
allow keep ethanol away from flame or in a water bath
allow use tweezers or a glass rod to remove leaf from
ethanol / water

ignore gloves
1

7

(b)  iodine solution
1

(c)  blue-black
1

(d)  separate
1

mobile
1

in this order only

(e)  

allow 0.154545 or correctly rounded answer
1

= 0.15

allow an answer from an incorrect calculation correctly
given to 2 significant figures

1

an answer of 0.15 scores 2 marks

(f)  carotene
1

[8]

(a)  all points plotted accurately
allow ± 0.5 small square tolerance
allow 1 mark for 3 or 4 points plotted accurately

2

line of best fit drawn
1

8

(b)  extrapolation on graph
1

9.5 (%)

allow value in range 9.4−9.6
allow correct reading from incorrect extrapolation

1
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(c)  any one from:
•   eating habits may change
•   people are more informed about the causes of diabetes
•   change in exercise patterns

allow new cure
1

(d)  any two from:
•   diabetes (in the world) is increasing

allow low / high income countries are increasing

•   diabetes in low-income countries is rising faster (than high-income / world)
•   high-income countries and low-income countries were the same in 2010
•   high-income countries have been higher than low-income but now / 2018 the

situation is reversed
•   diabetes in high-income countries was higher than the world total (from 1986 −

1993) but is now lower

allow correct use of data
2

(e)  people are becoming more obese
1

people are eating more sugar
1

[10]

(a)  trachea
19

(b)  any one from:
•   can see more detail in lungs

ignore gives clearer image

•   you can see the bronchus / bronchioles / soft tissues
ignore bones

allow it doesn’t use ionising radiation
allow X-rays can cause cancer / mutation

1

(c)  you can see the ribs / bones
allow cheaper
allow takes less time

1
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(d)  any three from:
(aerobic)
•   uses / needs / requires oxygen (and anaerobic does not)
•   transfers more energy (than anaerobic)

allow releases more energy (than anaerobic)
do not accept energy is created / produced / made

•   produces carbon dioxide / water (anaerobic does not)
•   does not produce lactic acid (anaerobic does)
•   does not cause an oxygen debt (anaerobic does)

allow aerobic takes place in mitochondria and
anaerobic takes place in cytoplasm

allow converse in terms of anaerobic
3

(e)  Level 3: Relevant points (reasons / causes) are identified, given in detail and logically
linked to form a clear account.

5−6

Level 2: Relevant points (reasons / causes) are identified, and there are attempts at
logical linking. The resulting account is not fully clear.

3−4

Level 1: Points are identified and stated simply, but their relevance is not clear and
there is no attempt at logical linking.

1−2

No relevant content
0

Indicative content

(stopping smoking will improve health because):
•   smoking is a risk factor for cardiovascular disease
•   raises blood pressure
•   increases cholesterol and / or lowers HDL
•   increases atherosclerosis or thickened artery walls
•   increases the risk of blood clots forming
•   increases risk of stroke

•   smoking is a risk factor for lung cancer
•   as it can cause mutations
•   caused by carcinogenic chemicals in smoke (tar)
•   leading to uncontrolled growth of cells

•   smoking damages alveoli
•   causing the surface area of the alveoli to decrease
•   causes emphysema / COPD
•   causes shortness of breath or reduces gas exchange
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•   chemicals / tar / nicotine in the smoke irritate / inflame the bronchi / lung /
bronchioles

•   which damage the cilia
•   causes goblet cells to secrete more mucus
•   causes shortness of breath or reduces gas exchange
•   causing chronic bronchitis or increases risk of infections

•   carbon monoxide is produced
•   which is toxic / poisonous
•   binds / attaches to haemoglobin / Hb
•   so oxygen carrying capacity of blood is decreased

[12]

(a)     nucleus
1

cell wall
1

10

(b)     any one from:

•        contain (many) chloroplasts

•        positioned near the top surface of the leaf

•        packed closely together
1

(c)    

Structure Tissue Organ
Organ
system

Leaf   ✔  

Xylem ✔    

Roots, stem and
leaves

    ✔

additional tick in a row negates the credit for that row

allow 1 mark for two correct rows
2

(d)     ×4
1

reason: any one from:

•        gives the largest field of view

•        easier to focus
1
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(e)     eyepiece lens: ×10
and
objective lens: ×40

or

eyepiece lens: ×5
and
objective lens: ×80

allow sensible suggestions that give a magnification of ×400
1

(f)      12.4 (mm)

allow 12 (mm)
1

(e)     real width =  

1

0.031 (mm)

an answer of 0.031 (mm) scores 2 marks

allow ecf from part (f)
1

[11]

(a)     C
111

(b)     B
1

(c)     E
1

(d)     any one from:

•        they are too big

•        they are insoluble
1

(e)     (pH) 7.5

allow answers in range 7.4 to 7.6
1

(f)      (enzyme X) stomach

(enzyme Y) small intestine
1

(g)      

1
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(h)     lock and key
1

(i)      (some pH values):

change the shape of the active site

allow some pH values denature enzymes
1

(so) so substrate will no longer fit / bind to the active site
1

[10]

(a)     any two adaptations with linked descriptions from:

•        many alveoli to provide a large surface area

•        good blood supply to maintain steep diffusion / concentration gradient

•        thin walls so gases do not have far to diffuse / travel

•        well ventilated to maintain steep diffusion / concentration gradient

1 mark for adaptation and 1 mark for linked description

allow to collect oxygen or to bring carbon dioxide to lungs
4

12

(b)     an allergy
1

(c)     any one from:

•        narrow(er) / small(er) (air) passages / bronchioles

•        less air / oxygen can pass through
1

(d)     3.3 (dm3)
1

(e)     any one from:

•        fake drug

•        inactive form of drug
1

(f)      neither the volunteers nor the scientists
1

(g)     to avoid / reduce bias
1
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(h)      any two from:

•        drug only works for severe asthma attacks
or
drug only increased lung capacity in severe asthma attacks

•        drug had little effect or slight reduction in healthy people

•        drug had no effect in mild asthma attacks

•        drug does not alleviate the problem entirely
2

[12]
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